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NEW TITLES

These titles are available from A Distribution (trade) and AK Press (mail order) unless otherwise stated. See back page for addresses.

THE KURDISH UPRISING
& Kurdistan’s Nationalist Shop Front & Its Negotiations with the Baathist/Fascist Regime
BM Blob/Combustion
28 pages
£0.70
An account of the uprising in Kurdistan in 1991, together with a historical critique of the Kurdish nationalist parties. Far from being the work of the nationalist parties of the north, or Sh’ite religious fanatics of the south — which is what western media would have us believe — these uprisings were genuinely popular, and threatened the aims of both sides of the Gulf war.

NEVER WORK
Reader’s Indigestion
Ivan Ulmann
24 pages
£0.50
Below (which is now called Organise), together with an annotated version of their private reply. Controversial stuff. Available only from the Splat Collective, c/o 5 Cadbury Road, Moseley, Birmingham 13. Cheques to be made payable to: Mark Anderson.

FREEDOM in EDUCATION
for your 64 page DIY guide to the liberation of learning

PLUS FREE MAG!
send £4.80 (incl. p&p) to: Lib ED magazine
170 Wells Road
Bristol BS4 2AG

THE RAVEN
On Education (2)

SPIDER MITES
20 pages
£0.50
Anarchic comic book. Available only from Stephen, 37 Chalfont Road, Malahide, Co. Dublin, Ireland.

THE RAVEN 16
On Education (2)
Freedom Press
96 pages
£2.50
Second issue on education, with articles by Duane, Schumacher, Pym, Comfort.

'I LOVE YOU BABY BASIL'
Leo Baxendale
Reaper Books
64 pages
£13.95
A collection of Leo Baxendale’s Baby Basil cartoon strips from The Guardian. Copies available from, 11 Brockley Acres, Eastcombe, Stroud, Glos GL6 7DU.
FREEDOM IN EDUCATION
A Do It Yourself Guide to the Liberation of Learning Libertarian Education 64 pages £3.95
A practical handbook full of ideas on how to make learning more relevant and enjoyable: ideas for liberating lessons; information about alternatives to formal education; a comprehensive contact list of groups and organisations with real learning at heart; and an extensive booklist.

PROCESSED WORLD
Issue 28 64 pages £4.00
Special issue on biotechnology. "The present direction of biotechnology's development is another bracing slap in the face for all of us who demand popular control over technology, science, and work itself." Usual, excellent mix of articles, interviews fiction and graphics from this San Francisco periodical.

STRIPE THE EXPERTS
Brian Martin
Freedom Press 70 pages £1.95
In modern society, scientific experts are the new priests. To challenge experts is heresy. This booklet is designed for people who oppose a gang of scientific experts, and who want to strip them naked. Helpful practical guide from an activist with a scientific background.

CHILDREN IN SOCIETY
A Libertarian Critique
Stephen Cullen
Freedom Press 44 pages £1.20
Radical analysis of the position of the child in society. Looks at children in relation to parents, school, health. "The essential difference between an adult and a child is one of time and experience, but beyond that there is no difference."

BIRD OF PREY
A Novel about Sexual Abuse
Steve Tesane & Carly Dreyfuss
Clubman Books 194 pages £2.00
"...a genuinely realistic novel which speaks brilliantly for itself. It addresses one of the crucial issues of our time, an issue which must be strenuously attacked if we are to improve the quality of our society and give ourselves any kind of worthwhile future... This book offers hope. To many it could well offer a signpost to freedom." (Michael Moorcock)

POLL TAX REBELLION
Danny Burns
Attack International/AK Press 202 pages £4.95
The inside story of the biggest mass movement in British history, one which at its peak involved over 17 million people. Tells the whole story from the everyday work of local anti-poll tax unions, to the riots of March 1990, and above all the battle of Trafalgar Square.

These titles are available from A Distribution (trade) and AK Press (mail order) unless otherwise stated. See back page for addresses.

REVOLUTIONARY SELF-THEORY
A Beginners' Manual
Larry Law
Spectacular Times 32 pages A6 £0.90
"If it seems absurd to talk about revolution, this is because organized revolutionary movements have long since disappeared from the countries where the possibilities of a decisive transformation of society are concentrated." 12th issue of Larry's Pocketbook series.

REVOLUTIONARY OCCUPATION MOVEMENT
Paris 1968
Rene Vieten
Autonomedia/Rebel Press @ 200 pages £6.00
Publication due shortly A first-hand account of the events of May 1968, by one of the inner circle of enragés/situationists, together with searing critique of the leftists and student radicals who sold out for so little. This edition, the first English edition in proper book format, includes all the documents from the original French edition - some translated for the first time.
THE ENCROACHMENT
by Leo Baxendale

The study of a process of accumulating power, and controlling ideology.

"...A delight to read and review... wonderfully accessible and highly imaginative... detailed historical data, plain good story telling, personal family history and mature philosophical reflections... The writing of expressly anti-statist history that is both intelligent and accessible is an important one and Baxendale has performed his task admirably. Producing a book that could be equally well placed on the home bookshelf, in the local library, school classroom or university bookshop."

Australian Rebel Worker

THE ENCROACHMENT by Leo Baxendale, published by Reaper Books, £5, is distributed by A Distribution, and is available from Freedom Press.
Jean Barrot:  
Fascism/Anti-Fascism  
£1.50  
pamphlet Pirate Press 
Discussing how fascism and democracy alternate as methods of governing us.  

George Core:  
Personal Recollections of the Anarchist past  
£1.00  
pamphlet Kate Sharpley Library 
Inside the anarchist movement, 1883-1939, by a forgotten veteran.  

Gregoire & Perlmann:  
Worker-Student Action Committees, May '68  
£3.95  
pamphlet Black & Red 
Excellent eyewitness account of '68.  

C.L.R. James:  
Mariners, Renegades and Castaways  
£8.95  
paperback Bewick Ed 
This discussion of Moby Dick< written on Ellis Island, is more than just literary!  

Noam Chomsky: hit single  
New World Order  
7 minutes of Chomsky plus music by Bad Religion and printed material on Middle East History, the War that didn't have to happen, and the media's role.  
£2.50  

C.L.R. James:  
Facing Reality  
£8.95  
paperback Bewick Ed 
James discusses Workers' Councils in the wake of the Hungarian Revolution.  

Bob Jones:  
Left-Wing Communism in Britain 1917-21  
£1.00  
pamphlet Unpopular Books 
Radicals intervene in a nuclear power construction in Phillipsburg.  

ANTHOLOGIES  

Class War: A decade of Disorder  
£7.95  
paperback Verso  
For ten years, Tory Britain has burned... — the Best Cuts from Class War.  

Processed World: Bad Attitude  
£11.95  
paperback Verso  
Looking like a hybrid of a comic book and a workers' manifesto, this combines satire with analysis.  

Solidarity (APCF): Class War on the Home Front  
£2.50  
pamphlet Wildcat 
Articles reprinted from the Anti-Parliamentary Communist Federation's magazine Solidarity between 1939 and 1944.  

Open Magazine Pamphlet Series — £2.50 each  

Howard Zinn:  
Power, History and Warfare  
War can be stopped, but not with this new world order. Rationalist humanism.  

Michael Emery:  
How Mr. Bush got his war  
Intrigue and secret diplomacy exposed using several source documents.  

John Stockwell:  
Wartime Interview  
The peace movement, troops in the gulf, psy-warfare tactics are all discussed.  

John Stockwell:  
The Impact of the War on Iraq  
Report to the Secretary-General citing the "near-apocalyptic" state of Iraq.  

Murray Waas:  
Above the Law and Behind Closed Gates  
Bush's nomination of Robert Gates to head CIA exposed.  

Noam Chomsky:  
The New World Order  
The violent and unrestrained network that constitutes the New World Order exposed.  

Noam Chomsky:  
On US Gulf Policy  
A deconstruction of the deception, aggression and hypocrisy in the US war drive  

FICTION & DRAMA  

Guy Debord:  
Panegyric  
£8.95  
Paperback Verso  
First volume of Debord's autobiography — "I metamaine rebels and the poor"!  

Diane Di Prima:  
Memories of a Beatnik  
£7.95  
paperback Last Gasp  
A novel about growing up in the fifties.  

Dario Fo & Franca Rame:  
The Shadow and its Shadow  
£8.95  
Theatre Workshop  
paperback Polygon  
An anthology of writings by the Surrealists on their passion for movie-going. Features articles by Breton, Aragon, Dali, Buñuel and Man Ray.  

Susie bright (Editor):  
Erotica: A Collection of Women's Erotic Fiction  
£7.95  
Down There Press  
Unpredictable and well crafted, raunchy and sensitive...
Here and Now 12 £1.20
Serial killing, Economic
Recession, Ritual Child
Abuse, Stonehenge,
Managerialism, reviews
and so much more.
Leisure £1.00
Cunninglinguists issue:
includes class conflict in
Oxford, Who were the
Situationists?, "The Piss
Manifesto", AIDS
demographics etc.
Propaganda Review 4:
£4.50
Ever excellent news
and analysis from the
US. Includes Noam
Chomsky, Gulf War,
Women Soldiers, the
PC debate etc.
Vagabond #1 £5.95
84 pages of sex pop,
Politics and perception
in an advert free zone.
Includes contributions
from: Jon Savage, The
Hafner Trio, Caroline
Coon, TV Smith, Jamie
Reid, Z'EV, Panni
Charrington, Malcolm
McLaren, Annie
Sprinkle, Socrates,
Mark Sinker and Simon
Frith. Features Blur, a
new type face by
Neville Brody!

Variant 10 £3.50
Calypso, Survival
Research Laboratories,
Keith Rowe, Lawrence
Werner etc. etc.

COMICS

CIA 16 £0.80
All women's Comic. In
defence of "Thelma and
Louise", Women,
Violence and the Law,
Why I don't read
comics, Kicking out the
fascists, Whatever
happened to Baby
James? plus lots more.
Rather excellent!
Giri Frenzy 2 £1.50
By women for people.
Lots of strips plus
reviews, interviews and
cultural comment.

These titles are available from A Distribution (trade)
and AK Press (mail order) unless otherwise stated.
See back page for addresses.

FOUCAULT
"Foucault's is not...
discourse of truth but a
mythic discourse in the
strong sense of the word."
Includes an Interview Bau-
drillard by Lotringer, entitled
'Forget Baudrillard'.

FOUCAULT LIVE
Interviews, 1966-84
Michel Foucault
Semiotext(e) 336 pages
£5.00
"...I would like to use philos-
ophy in a way that would per-
mit me to limit the domains of
knowledge." Interviews dur-
ing 1966-84 with the writer
and theorist.

FOUCAULT & THE END
OF HISTORY
Ed. Mike Gunderloy &
Michael Zbieski
Factsheet Five
143 pages
£6.00
Collection of essays from
contemporary USA on the
who, what, where and why of
anarchism.
MEDIA CONTROL AND PROPAGANDA
Noam Chomsky
Open Magazine
18 pages
£2.50
Chomsky speaks out against the varieties of mind control and behaviour modification that result when government and business use image manipulation & disinformation to influence events.

DRUNKEN BOAT
Ed. Max Blechman
Autonomedia
64 pages, large format
(273mmx417mm)
£4.00
"I'm sick of these post-modern, post-Marxist, post-structuralist journals of literature and the arts. They're post a lot of things, but they're not post-boring." The only anarchist magazine specifically devoted to literature and the visual arts. No compromises made with popular culture. Impressive graphics, damn good read.

ON US GULF POLICY
Noam Chomsky
Open Magazine
18 pages
£2.50
Aggression and hypocrisy were used by the Bush Administration to rally America to war. Drawing comparisons with past US actions, Chomsky shows how Bush smart-bombed the road to diplomacy and peace in the middle east.

THE NEW WORLD ORDER
Noam Chomsky
Open Magazine
18 pages
£2.50
George Bush's New World Order is a violent and unstrained political network armed with a multi-billion dollar military. Chomsky anticipates far-reaching consequences when a corrupt, militarised government, desperately seeks to maintain control in a debtor economy.

PHOENIX PRESS

Some thoughts on anarchist publishing in general and one anarchist publisher in particular, by the founder of Phoenix Press.

One of the many inadequacies of the British libertarian movement is its book publishing. What we should have is at least half a dozen publishers, each with 20 or 30 books in print, each publishing half a dozen titles every year. The reality falls way short of this. Only Freedom Press meets the necessary criteria. This is a quick account of one of the smaller publishers, Phoenix Press, which has been going about six years and aims, in another six, to have 20 books in print, and to be able to publish half a dozen books a year.

After the revolution, money will either have been abolished or will grow on trees, I forget which. In the present decadent pre-revolutionary phase we still have money and printers have to be paid for their work. Obviously the money for anarchist publishing has to be put down by anarchists, that is, is (and if we're not prepared to put our money where our mouths are, who is going to take us seriously?). The full cost of getting a book printed, at least £2000 for even a small book, is beyond most people's reach but if the cost is broken down into 100 lots of £20 then many people can afford that amount. When enough money has been raised the book is published and when enough copies have been sold the people who lent the money are offered it back (but of course they are asked to continue the loan for the latest book). This is the idea that launched Phoenix Press.

Phoenix has now published seven books using its loan system, the most recent being Out of the Ghetto by Joe Jacobs (£3.00), a 320-page autobiographical account of anti-fascism in the East End of London in the 1930s. (The book ends with Joe being kicked out of the Communist Party for being more strongly anti-fascist than the party line.) The resurgence of fascism in Europe makes Joe's book, a unique mix of the personal and the political, particularly important at the moment.

Phoenix also publishes pamphlets. The best of these is Valerie Solanas' Scum Manifesto (£1.50) surely the most astonishing political tract ever written. Phoenix also publishes the Anarchist Yearbook (£1.50) and this guide to anarchism in Britain is now on its second year. Also of note are Fredy Perlman's The Reproduction of Daily Life (£0.75) and The Continuing Appeal of Nationalism (£0.99). These essays and others are going to appear in Phoenix's next book, an as yet untitled collection of Fredy's shorter writings, to be ready at the 1992 Anarchist Bookfair in October.

Fredy was the author of, among other titles, Against His-Story, Against Leviathan, The Strait, the spool Manual for Revolutionary Leaders, and his party death in 1985 robbed the libertarian movement of one of its most important contemporary thinkers. The book will chart the course of Fredy's intellectual development, from the view of capital accumulation in Reproduction to the strongly pro-ecology, anti-nationalist and anti-imperialist Continuing Appeal. Your loan of £20 can get this important book into print.

Stop pissing it up in the pub at £1.50 a pint and make home brew instead. You'll save £20 in no time. You'll get a copy of the book and, several years hence, the offer of your money back. Plus you'll get a free copy of any pamphlets Phoenix Press does while your loan is outstanding. Rush your life savings in multiples of £20, plus your name and address, to Phoenix Press at PO Box 824, London N1 9DL.

CRUISEWATCH
CIVIL RESISTANCE AGAINST AMERICAN NUCLEAR CRUISE MISSILE CONVOYS IN THE ENGLISH COUNTRYSIDE
BY MARTIN BAXENDALE

Published by SPD PUBLICATIONS, 4 St Catherine's Close, Stroud, Glos.
Available to the trade from A Distribution, and mail order from Freedom Press: 84b Whitechapel High Street, London E1.
Leo Baxendale

On Comedy
The Beano and Ideology

If you’re an ex-Beano reader, this book is right up your street. The artist who created the Bash Street Kids, Minnie the Minx, Little Plum, The Three Bears, etc., gives you the inside dope on a bunch of endearing dopes. The ideology of bangers and mash, and everything else. “Brilliant. I didn’t understand a word of it” — Smiffy.

On Comedy: The Beano and Ideology (and The Encroachment Part I — a study of accumulating power and control, and dominant ideologies, also by Leo Baxendale and likewise published by Reaper Books) are distributed by A Distribution and are also available from Freedom Press.
For trade distribution contact:
84b Whitechapel High Street
London E1 7QX (Tel: 081-558 7732)
PO Box 021 835
Brooklyn
NY 11234 USA

A DISTRIBUTION

3 Balmoral Place
Stirling, Scotland
FK 8 2 RD
MAIL ORDER DISTRIBUTION

ACTIVE DISTRIBUTION
UK & EUROPEAN WHOLESALE WELCOME.
Big Bang and Plain Wrapper comix,
Punchline, Profane Existence, Allied
recording, Anti-Shirts, Badges...
Send a S.A.E for catalogue.
Make cheques payable to "J. ELLIOTT" only.

STAR
BLACK- Anarchist
RED & BLACK- Anarcho-Syndicalist
PINK- Gay
GREEN- Ecology
GREEN & BLACK- Anarcho-Green
GREEN & PURPLE- Feminist
RED- Socialist

ACTIV METAL BADGES
(formerly Fixed Grin)

TRIANGLES ▲
RED....Politics
GREEN.....Criminals
BROWN.....Travellers
YELLOW.....Jews
Also
CLASS WAR
/ BOMBS / CIRCLED "A"

All badges are £1.20 each or five for £5.00

BM ACTIVE, LONDON WC1 N3XX, LONDON, UK.